Multifaceted bench comparative evaluation of latest intensive care unit ventilators
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Abstract

Background: Independent bench studies using specific ventilation scenarios allow testing of the performance of ventilators in conditions similar to clinical settings. The aims of this study were to determine the accuracy of the latest generation ventilators to deliver chosen parameters in various typical conditions and to provide clinicians with a comprehensive report on their performance.

Methods: Thirteen modern intensive care unit ventilators were evaluated on the ASL5000 test lung with and without leakage for: (i) accuracy to deliver exact tidal volume (VT) and PEEP in assist-control ventilation (ACV); (ii) performance of trigger and pressurization in pressure support ventilation (PSV); and (iii) quality of non-invasive ventilation algorithms.

Results: In ACV, only six ventilators delivered an accurate VT and nine an accurate PEEP. Eleven devices failed to compensate VT and four the PEEP in leakage conditions. Inspiratory delays differed significantly among ventilators in invasive PSV (range 75–149 ms, P=0.03) and non-invasive PSV (range 78–165 ms, P<0.001). The percentage of the ideal curve (concomitantly evaluating the pressurization speed and the levels of pressure reached) also differed significantly (range 57–86% for invasive PSV, P=0.04; and 60–90% for non-invasive PSV, P<0.001). Non-invasive ventilation algorithms efficiently prevented the decrease in pressurization capacities and PEEP levels induced by leaks in, respectively, 10 and 12 out of the 13 ventilators.

Conclusions: We observed real heterogeneity of performance amongst the latest generation of intensive care unit ventilators. Although non-invasive ventilation algorithms appear to maintain adequate pressurization efficiently in the case of leakage, basic functions, such as delivered VT in ACV and pressurization in PSV, are often less reliable than the values displayed by the device suggest.
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Editor’s key points

• Inaccurate data displayed by artificial ventilators can affect clinical decision making and patient care in the intensive care unit.
• This bench study evaluated the effect of varying leakage, resistance, and compliance during different ventilatory modes in 13 modern ventilators.
• There were significant inaccuracies, and variations in performance between different modern ventilators and modes.
• Clinicians should be aware of possible inaccuracies in the data displayed by ventilators.

Evaluation of the technical characteristics of intensive care unit (ICU) ventilators is essential to determine the strengths and weaknesses of each ventilator. When manufacturers provide these characteristics, they may be very different from their performance in clinical settings, making independent bench studies mimicking these conditions necessary. In addition, as devices constantly evolve, regular updates are necessary.

During the past 10 years, bench evaluation studies have investigated three major features of ICU ventilators: 1-11. The first is the accuracy of delivered tidal volume (VT) and PEEP during assist-control ventilation (ACV). This is a critical point because these two settings are the cornerstones of protective ventilation, which is beneficial to the duration of mechanical ventilation and mortality in patients with acute respiratory distress syndrome. 12-16 The second is the performance of trigger and pressurization in spontaneously breathing patients receiving pressure support ventilation (PSV). Poor trigger and pressurization characteristics may increase the work of breathing 17 and induce patient-ventilator asynchronies that are associated with a poorer prognosis. 18-21 The third is the ability of non-invasive ventilation (NIV) algorithms to compensate the deleterious impact of leaks 22-24 that could impact NIV tolerance and success.

Most bench studies have focused on only one of these three aspects; however, ICU ventilators are expected to be polyvalent and used indifferently for protective ACV, for PSV during weaning, and for NIV. In the present study, therefore, we provide an updated global appraisal of 13 of the latest versions of ICU ventilators, including several original aspects. Our primary aim was to determine the accuracy of latest generation ventilators to deliver set values in different simulated typical conditions. Our secondary aim was to give clinicians a comprehensive and relevant report on these performances.

Methods

We evaluated 13 latest generation ICU ventilators, recently revised according to the manufacturers’ recommendations, as follows: extend and MonnalT75 (Air Liquide Medical System, Antony, France); V500 and Savina300 (Dräger, Lübeck, Germany); Engström (GE Healthcare, Fairfield, CT, USA); C1, C2, and S1 (Hamilton Medical, Rhäzüns, Switzerland); Servo-i and Servo-s (Maquet, Rastatt, Germany); PB840 (Coviden, Dublin, Ireland); and Avea and Vela (Vyasis®, CareFusion, San Diego, CA, USA; see Supplementary material, Table S1, which provides the main manufacturers’ specifications and the software version of each ventilator tested).

Each ventilator was tested using an Active Servo Lung 5000 test lung (ASL5000; IngMar Medical, Pittsburg, PA, USA). During ventilation in leakage conditions, the test lung was connected to the manufacturer’s leakage generator (Simulator Bypass and Leak Valve Module; IngMar Medical), allowing three levels of non-adjustable continuous leakage (mild, moderate, and severe leakage), and to a home-made calibrated leakage generator, allowing leaks >7 cm H2O of pressurization, as previously described 2 (see also the Supplementary material, Methods for supplemental methods and a schema of the bench test). The mild and important continuous leakage generated, respectively, a leakage of about 4–5 and 32–33 litres min−1 at a mean airway pressure of 10 cm H2O for the normal compliance and resistance simulated lung condition.

The design of the entire experiment is represented in Fig. 1. The following tree ventilatory modes were evaluated: (i) assist-control ventilation (ACV); (ii) pressure support ventilation without non-invasive ventilation algorithm (I-PSV); and (iii) pressure support ventilation with non-invasive ventilation algorithm (NI-PSV). In ACV, we assessed the accuracy of delivered VT and PEEP levels. In I-PSV and NI-PSV, we assessed trigger and pressurization quality and the accuracy of delivered pressure support levels and PEEP levels (Fig. 1).

Assist-control ventilation

Tidal volume and PEEP concordance were evaluated with and without mild continuous leakage, simulating a low level of leakage around the tracheal tube cuff. Regarding resistance and compliance, five lung conditions were simulated, mimicking the major typical anomalies observable in patients, such as the low compliance of acute respiratory distress syndrome patients or the high resistance of chronic obstructive pulmonary disease patients (Fig. 1).

Invasive and non-invasive pressure support ventilations

Trigger and pressurization performance were evaluated with 10 and 20 cm H2O inspiratory efforts, reproducing normal to moderate and moderate to strong inspiratory pressures (Fig. 1). Trigger and pressurization performance were evaluated using the following six indexes (see Supplementary material, Fig. S1 for graphical representations): (i) the triggering delay (ΔT), defined as the time between the beginning of the inspiratory effort and the beginning of ventilator pressurization; (ii) the pressurization delay (PD), defined as the time after the beginning of ventilator pressurization during which the pressure remains below baseline pressure; (iii) the inspiratory delay (ID), defined as the sum of ΔT and PD; (iv) the pressure–time product at 0.3 s (PTP0.3), defined as the net area under the pressure–time curve throughout the 0.3 s after the onset of the inspiratory effort; (v) the pressure concordance, defined as ‘preset pressure minus pressure reached’; and (vi) the percentage of the ideal curve (PiC), defined as the net area under the pressure–time curve divided by the same area calculated for a perfect square-shaped pressure–time curve. A low PiC could be related to low pressure concordance, low PTP0.3, or both (Supplementary material, Fig. S1D).

Pressure concordance was evaluated for four levels of pressure support (5, 10, 15, and 20 cm H2O), while PEEP concordance was evaluated for four levels of PEEP (0, 5, 10, and 15 cm H2O). Invasive pressure support ventilation was evaluated for the five lung conditions, while NI-PSV measures were evaluated in normal, moderately obstructive, and moderately restrictive conditions (Fig. 1).

Measurements

Flow was measured with a Fleisch pneumotachograph (Hans Rudolph, Kansas City, MO, USA) and airway pressure by a
Pressure transducer (DP 15-32; Validyne, Northridge, CA, USA), both inserted between the test lung and the Y-piece of the ventilation circuit. Measures were made in ambient temperature and pressure dry (ATPD) conditions, and then converted into body temperature and pressure saturated (BTPS) conditions as described elsewhere8 (see also the Supplementary material, Methods for additional methods and details about the conversion formula).

Global appraisal

The main characteristics of each ventilator were summarized using radar charts. Details about the calculation of the proportion of the value from the best ventilator for each characteristic are available in the Supplementary material, Methods.

Statistical analysis

Measures were performed after a minimum of five cycles to reach a steady state and to allow ventilators to react fully to leakage. Each value is the mean of three breaths. As ventilators are intended to supply all types of patients, data obtained for the various lung conditions were pooled for analysis and presented as means (sd).

Delivered values of Vt between efficient and less reliable ventilators were compared using the Mann–Whitney U-test. Comparisons of the performance of each ventilator with and without mild continuous leakage in invasive modes were assessed with the paired Wilcoxon test. Finally, comparisons between PSV parameters according to the different ventilators, or the different levels of leakage in NI-PSV, were assessed with the Friedman test with Dunn’s correction. A value of P<0.05 was considered significant.

Results

Assist-control ventilation

Evaluation of tidal volume

Without leakage, only six ventilators delivered a mean Vt included in the tolerance range 'set Vt [-10% to +10%]', significantly higher than the seven ventilators that exceeded this range.
Evaluation of PEEP

Without leakage, nine ventilators delivered levels of PEEP included in the tolerance range ‘set PEEP [−1 to +1 cm H₂O]’. Four ventilators (Extend, S1, PB840, and Vela) delivered PEEP levels outside this range for at least one of the four PEEP levels studied (Fig. 3). The addition of mild continuous leakage led to a proper compensation of PEEP for nine ventilators, while Extend, Servo-i, Servo-s, and Avea failed to maintain the PEEP effectively, which fell by >1 cm H₂O for at least one of the four PEEP levels studied (Fig. 3 and Supplementary material, Table S2).

Pressure support modes (I-PSV and NI-PSV)

Evaluation of trigger function

In I-PSV, the inspiratory delay (ID) differed significantly among ventilators (P=0.03). Mean ID was 100 (20) ms [range 75 (6) to 149 (1) ms; Fig. 4 and Supplementary material, Table S2]. The ID was shorter than 100 ms in eight ventilators and was close to 150 ms for Savina300. The two components of ID also differed among ventilators; mean triggering delay (ΔT) was 79 (10) ms [range 63 (5) to 98 (20) ms, P=0.09], whereas mean pressurization delay (PD) was 20 (19) ms [range 7 (0) to 78 (4) ms, P=0.04]. The ΔT was below 75 ms for only five ventilators (Extend, Savina300, V500, C1, and C2).

In NI-PSV, ID also differed significantly among ventilators (P<0.001). Mean ID was 111 (25) ms [range 78 (10) to 165 (32) ms; Fig. 4 and Supplementary material, Table S2]. The ID was <100 ms in only six ventilators and exceeded 150 ms for PB840, which was also unable to detect the 10 cm H₂O inspiratory effort in the presence of a severe continuous leakage. The two components of ID also differed significantly among ventilators; mean ΔT was 93 (22) ms [range 69 (8) to 136 (30) ms, P<0.001], whereas mean PD was 18 (8) ms [range 9 (2) to 37 (16) ms, P<0.001]. The ΔT was below 75 ms for only three ventilators (Savina300, Engström, and Avea) and exceeded 100 ms for four ventilators (S1, Servo-i, Servo-s, and PB840). Nine ventilators maintained similar ID according to the four various conditions of leakage, whereas the four remaining ventilators showed a significantly increased ID with increasing leakage conditions (MonnalT75, PB840, Avea, and Vela; see Supplementary material, Fig. S2, which illustrates the impact of the different levels of leakage on trigger sensibility in NI-PSV).

Evaluation of pressurization capacities

In I-PSV, the percentage of the ideal curve (PIC) differed significantly among ventilators (P=0.04). Mean PIC was 71 (9)% [range 57 (16) to 86 (1)%] and exceeded 75% (most efficient quartile) only for Savina300, Engström, C1, and Servo-i (Fig. 5 and Supplementary material, Table S2). As shown in Fig. 5, a great heterogeneity among ventilators existed regarding the two main PIC components (PTP0.3 and pressure concordance).

In NI-PSV, PIC also differed significantly among ventilators (P<0.001). The mean PIC was 74 (10)% [range 60 (8) to 90 (1)%] and exceeded 75% only for six ventilators (Savina300, V500, Engström, C1, C2, and S1; Fig. 5 and Supplementary material, Table S2). The PIC varied significantly when leaks were applied (P =0.01), with a significant decrease in PIC during important
leakage compared with the condition without leakage. This resulted in particular from Extend, PB840, and Vela, which showed an absolute decrease of PIC above 5% between these two conditions (Supplementary material, Fig. S3).

Evaluation of PEEP
In I-PSV, eight ventilators delivered levels of PEEP included in the tolerance range \(\text{set PEEP} \pm 1\) cm H\(_2\)O. Five ventilators (Extend, S1, PB840, Avea, and Vela) delivered PEEP outside this range for at least one of the four PEEP levels studied. In the presence of mild continuous leakage, Extend, Servo-i, Servo-s, and Avea failed to maintain the PEEP effectively, which decreased by >1 cm H\(_2\)O for at least one of the four PEEP levels studied (Supplementary material, Fig. S4).

In NI-PSV, all ventilators except S1 and Vela delivered levels of PEEP included in the tolerance range \(\text{set PEEP} \pm 1\) cm H\(_2\)O. All ventilators except Avea efficiently prevented leakage-induced loss of PEEP (Supplementary material, Fig. S4).

Global appraisal
Figure 6 shows radar charts that summarize the main characteristics of each ventilator. It is noticeable that if most ventilators showed satisfactory overall performance, others appeared less efficient. Engström, V500, and C1 appear to be the three most accurate and homogeneous ventilators, exceeding 80% of the value for the best ventilator for all the main characteristics used for construction of the radar chart.

Discussion
Our main findings may be summarized as follows: (i) heterogeneity remains among the performance of the latest generation ICU ventilators; (ii) accuracies of delivered \(V_t\) in ACV and pressurization in PSV are often less reliable than displayed by the devices; and (iii) NIV algorithms properly attenuate the deleterious impact of leaks on pressurization.

Heterogeneity of recent intensive care unit ventilators and clinical implications
Despite technological progress and the continuous development of ventilators, our multifaceted experiments showed substantial differences among ventilators. Furthermore, the performance of a given device may differ according to ventilatory modes. Given that the purchase of a ventilator is challenging because the cost is high and the device is supposed to last several years, it is important for physicians to be aware of the strengths and weaknesses of each ventilator. Indeed, our study may help physicians to opt for the most appropriate ventilator with regard to the typology of patients and the clinical situations found in their ICU. For example, it seems unsuitable to use certain ventilators for protective ventilation if they deliver a \(V_t\) exceeding the set \(V_t\), sometimes by more than 40%. It also seems inappropriate to deliver NIV or to conduct weaning with a ventilator unable to detect weak inspiratory efforts or characterized by long triggering delays and weak pressurization capacities.

Evolution of ventilator performance over years
Considering PSV trigger performance, no significant progress has been made between 2006\(^{13}\) and 2013. Indeed, no ventilator could detect inspiratory efforts faster than 50 ms, often exceeding 100 ms when moderate inspiratory efforts were simulated. Considering that Thille and colleagues\(^{13}\) found results close to those published by Richard and colleagues,\(^{23}\) trigger performance in PSV has not improved significantly during the last decade, with the exception of devices such as Neurally Adjusted Ventilatory Assist (NAVA). The same observation could be made.
about the difference between preset and delivered ventilator volume (Vt), with volume errors often exceeding 10% of the preset Vt in past and present studies. These inaccuracies and their heterogeneity among devices are comparable to those recently found in anaesthetic ventilators, suggesting that technical limits have been reached.

Although inaccuracy of Vt is a critical issue, this may not be the case for response times, which are in fact acceptable. The mean triggering delay in healthy subjects breathing in non-invasive ventilation (NIV) during ‘comfort conditions’ is ∼300 ms. Moreover, as the time from the initiation of inspiratory effort and appearance of a sensation of dyspnoea in healthy subjects is ∼150 ms, it is questionable whether trying to reduce inspiratory triggers below 100 ms is a clinically relevant approach. Indeed, decreasing mean inspiratory delay from 200–220 to 50–60 ms using NAVA has no effect on dyspnoea visual analogue scale values.

Fig 4 Trigger performance in invasive (I-PSV; A) and non-invasive (NI-PSV; B) pressure support ventilations. (A) Inspiratory delays (ID) in I-PSV in response to moderate and strong inspiratory efforts without leakage. The ID is represented as the sum of its two components, triggering delay (ΔT) and pressure delay (PD). Data are the means, with error bars representing SD. (B) Inspiratory delays, ΔT and PD, in NI-PSV in response to moderate and strong inspiratory efforts, without leakage and with calibrated, mild and severe continuous leakage. Data are the means, with error bars representing SD.
In consequence, although some future gains in technical performance, such as accuracy of $V_t$, will be crucial, others will not necessarily be useful for clinical practice and patient care. Performance goals for ventilators, taking into account technical but also physiological aspects combined with patients’ experiences, and defined with an active involvement of clinicians, are still lacking. Collaborative definitions of these targets by experts are needed and will be very helpful in future studies to make relevant ventilator rankings. Our study may serve as a starting point for this reflection.

To our knowledge, our study is the first to provide a multifaceted bench evaluation of ICU ventilator performance during simulation of typical clinical conditions. We aimed to present technical results comprehensively and to highlight that clinicians should be aware that both the international standards set for accuracy of devices and the values delivered by their equipment may not be what they might expect. Hence, we have chosen the PIC as the main descriptor of pressurization performance. This integrative descriptor, previously used in several studies, simultaneously evaluates the pressurization rate and the level of preset pressure reached. Ideal pressurization capacities mix fast pressurization and inspiratory pressure close to the set pressure, giving a PIC close to 100%. We believe that this is meaningful for physicians and easily comprehensible, because a high percentage means a pressure support close to that delivered by an ideal ventilator, whereas a low percentage means poor ability to support patients’ efforts.

We also present a global appraisal of ventilator performance using radar charts, constructed with the most relevant endpoints. Radar charts are useful for displaying multivariate observations. They allow the observer to see at a glance the main performance of a ventilator and to compare ventilators among themselves, easily pointing out outliers. These representations are classically used in the control of quality improvement or to point out strengths and weaknesses, which is exactly what clinicians are entitled to expect of bench studies.

Finally, we tried to reproduce clinical settings as faithfully as possible. For example, we tested ventilators in invasive modes with mild leakage for the first time, because this is a fairly frequent situation in ICU or anaesthesia clinical practice. The main limitation of our study concerns the ability to extrapolate our results obtained from the lung model to real situations. Calibrated inspiratory efforts were generated, which may be different from those observed in real patients. In the same manner, airway leaks generated were continuous and mimicked real conditions only partly. However, this test lung has been deemed appropriate to simulate the characteristics of real patients and has been widely used. It offers the advantage of standardizing a broad spectrum of simulated mechanical characteristics. Besides, it would be ethically questionable to test so wide a range of tidal volumes or pressure levels on the same given patient. Nevertheless, clinical studies conducted in patients are complementary to bench studies, to evaluate patient–ventilator synchrony, comfort, and efficiency of interfaces in NIV. In fact, few studies have focused on both aspects together. Recently, Carteaux and colleagues reported that application of leaks during NIV (with the same model as that used in our study) gave concordant results between bench and patients for the parameters evaluated, suggesting some clinical relevance of bench tests.
In conclusion, bench evaluation of ventilators in conditions mimicking clinical settings is a more informative approach to assess ventilator performance than using basic characteristics provided by manufacturers. Indeed, despite several improvements, the delivered $V_t$, PEEP, and pressure support levels are often less reliable than the devices suggest. These data suggest that the clinical consequences of discrepancies among modern ventilators cannot be ruled out and need to be considered.
Supplementary material
Supplementary material is available at British Journal of Anaesthesia online.
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